Coordinated activity of neuron pairs in anesthetized rat dorsal cochlear nucleus.
We have recorded from small groups of neurons in the dorsal cochlear nucleus of anesthetized rats in an effort to study neuronal interactions. Multi-unit recordings on each single electrode were sorted by waveform into spike trains from individual neurons using a principal components spike sorter. Pairs of such sorted spike trains were studied with cross-correlation analysis to detect excitatory and/or inhibitory interactions. In a few cases recordings were obtained from two electrodes simultaneously, thus allowing cross-correlation studies without the consequences of spike train waveform sorting. All neurons were characterized by their strongest response frequency (at a fixed sound pressure level) and peristimulus histogram responses to 55 ms tone bursts. Fifty-eight percent of the neuron pairs studied showed peaks in their cross-correlograms indicative of coordinated neural activity. Of these pairs, 86% showed peak configurations (i.e. correlograms with asymmetrically located peaks) consistent with the interpretation that one cell induced the other to discharge. The remaining correlograms contained symmetric peaks which were centrally located, possibly due to shared input to these neuron pairs. Latencies of asymmetric peaks in cross-correlograms were typically 2 ms; consequently, an intervening excitatory synapse may be involved. Similar results were obtained from at least one pair of neurons where each neuron was recorded by a separate electrode. Strongest response frequencies of each neuron pair, for which they could be determined, were within 0.17 log units. Peristimulus histograms from each neuron in these pairs revealed that it was common for adjacent cells to respond with differing time patterns under the same stimulus conditions. The variations in histogram patterns of interconnected neurons suggests some relatively complex integrative function for these circuits.